Meeting V
Date: Nov. 26th
Time: 4:30pm
Location: Anthony Study Loft
Team: APA2

Leader: Luke Kline

Agenda:

• Discuss next assignment turn-ins: SRS, Prototype, Peer Review, Presentation:
  o Due Monday for class:
    ▪ SRS v2
    ▪ Prototype v2
    ▪ Peer Review
    ▪ Presentation (we present on Monday)
  • Establishing internal deadlines for the above

Action List:

• Prototype v2 – Quinton and Luke by Friday
• SRS v2 Section 5 – Robert by 5pm Sunday
• Finish Presentation Slides – Rui by 5pm Sunday
• Update Website styling – Kyle by 5pm Sunday
• Verifying all changes appropriately were made to SRS v2 – Luke by Sunday
• Turn in peer reviews – Everyone for class on Monday

Summary:
The team reviewed the notes on our graded SRS v1 submission. Divvied up the sections between members to make changes based on the notes. Started working on our presentation and fixing our models. Assigned unfinished parts of the project between us and clarified our next meeting on Sunday at 5pm.